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SOLAR STRIKER 
„A RAY OF LIGHT IN A COSMOS OF MONOCHROME GREEN‟ 

 

Introduction 

 
Rejoice reader! You are our last hope against the evil of the Reticulon. Crushed and defeated 

by our enemies, you alone pilot a state of the art space fighter called Solar Striker. Your 

mission is to push past the alien forces and root out the evil tyranny at its source. 
(6)

  

 

Upon the cartridges hardened organic shell lays a sticker. Fused to the surface like the 

Gameboy is to your nether regions, is a striking scene. A spaceship hurtling forth into the 

blackest reaches of the cosmos. Biological creatures and astral bodies loom in the distance as 

our ship hurtles towards infinite possibility.  

 

 

  

USA EU COVER ART
(7) 

JAPANESE COVER ART
(8) 

 

 

Regardless on your games region, nether or otherwise the cover art is sure to get you excited. 

Solar Striker in this regard hardly disappointed me, but for preferences sake the Japanese is 

my personal favourite and the copy I ordered as part of Yokoi Kids monthly game!
(1)  

But of course you want to know more about the game…Right?  
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The Game 

 
While some would argue that Solar Striker is bland and uninteresting

 (2)
, I would state that for 

the record, it is not completely deserving of being forgotten. While it may not carry a big 

name or unique style, what it has, is good old fashioned arcade action. Released in 1990 by 

Nintendo R&D1, it was the first space ship shooter on the Gameboy. This was only 11 

months into the systems life and you could almost forgive it for its shortcomings on that 

basis.
 (2, 4, 5)

  

 

   
Title Lv1 Lv2 

 

The game is a vertical scrolling top down spaceship shooter that hides no secrets; you fly, 

shoot and try not to die. The stage design is basic, but represents different locations 

adequately. The game actually forces several pixels of scrolling left and right to the play 

field, beyond the standard Gameboy resolution. Both I and others are a little confused as to 

why the extra space was needed.
 (2, 4)  

Regardless it hardly hinders your experience and if 

anything enemies rarely get close to the edge. Though they will cheekily shoot a bullet at you 

from this area as they leave, so be warned. 

 

As a spaceship shooter you would expect the game to have a power up system to make it 

stand out from previous 1980‟s arcade hits. To this point you would be right, it has a power 

up system. That said it is limited at best.
 (3)

 The game has a standard system which allows 

your shots to increase in width, with power going up in increments. No spread, no diagonal, 

backwards shot and no super attack or bomb. While you could forgive the basic system, it 

hinders the gameplay in later stages.
 
This is felt especially from level 4 onwards where 

maximum power is required to even kill enemies. 
(2, 4) 

  

 

 
Power up system information in the Manual

(6)
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Despite this limitation the burning question I have is, “Why was the B button not used? “ 

This could have been a special or alternate fire, but instead it was left unmapped. Perhaps we 

will never know the answer or it is obviously simple – Time Constraints around R&D1s other 

projects. Some of the things I enjoyed about this game are simple, the game often speeds 

background scrolling up just before a boss, while the gameplay itself is the same this gives a 

really feeling movement as if the spaceship just accelerated towards its current target. (Boss) 

 

Another thing that really entertained me and other Yokoi Kids 
(1)

 was the 1
st
 level boss just 

deciding, “I do not really want this fight” and promptly leaving allowing you passage 

onwards. Is this a cool thing to give less experienced gamers a chance to see more or a 

technical oversight? I like to think the first applies as Nintendo „always‟ consider everything 

when designing their games. Now forgive my sarcasm, No company is perfect and I actually 

really like this game! 

 

   
Lv 1 Boss Going Gone 

 

The backgrounds hit that middle ground between minimal and curious. I imagine this is a 

design feature to enable players to focus on the action. 
(4)

 This is something with modern 

shooters such as R-type Final that I find hard to cope with. There is so much beauty in the 

levels to admire; it can blur the action, at least to me. The 4
th 

Level boss is a sprite of beauty, 

by GB standards. This boss‟s design really pleased me, like a large biological satellite coming 

to kick your ass back to Earth. Once I was done admiring it, I saw the cloud of bullets 

heading my way. One final thing I really liked was the use of Super Gameboy colour palettes 

on this title, stated by others as a feature found in a lot of early GB titles. 
(2, 4, 5) 

 
 

   

Lv 4 Boss Harder than it looks Super Gameboy Colours 
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As expected the game gets considerably difficult later on and if you do not scrub up quick the 

game will send you back to stage one holding your butt.  

Now this is the furthest I have made it through the game, I am not the best shooter player 

around. That will not stop me from trying again though. From what I read about the game the 

difficulty increases considerably in the later 2 stages, culminating in a boss run at the end.
 (4)

 

Solar Strikers music is strong for an early Gameboy title. Four tracks in total, the first levels 

are certainly the catchiest, but I really like the boss music‟s bass-y tones. Other reviewers 

also found the music to be enjoyable stating it as a positive. 
(2, 4) 

 

   
 

 

Conclusion 

 
Solar Striker is a fine example of an early Gameboy title that could have been built on had the 

designers had more time and experience with the genre. It did however fill a need, the need of 

having a space ship shooter on the Gameboy to help sell the system in its early days. It is 

pick-up and play friendly and did a great job of showing what the Gameboy was capable of. 

Which for a handheld at the time of 1990, is pretty damn incredible. It‟s just a shame it is 

now overshadowed by technically better games on the system. (Nemesis, R-Type) 

To quote Mean Machine Magazine from 1990 “Lacks the excitement and thrills of a real 

winner”.
 (3)

  

 

But to retort:  I would argue that it is solid half decent game for cheap, which in today’s 

gaming climate, is gold! 
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SOLAR STRIKER - GENERAL INFORMATION (9) 

Developer(s) Minakuchi Engineering  

Nintendo R&D1 

Publisher(s) Nintendo 

Director(s) 
Satoru Okada  

Keisuke Terasaki
[1]

 

Producer(s) Gunpei Yokoi
[1]

 

Designer(s) 

K. Hayashi  

A. Higashiya  

K. Katsuyama  

K. Yamagami
[1]

 

Programmer(s) K. Sugimoto
[1]

 

Composer(s) Toru Osada
[2]

 

Platform(s) Game Boy 

Release 

JP: January 26, 1990 

NA: February 1990 

EU: September 28, 1990 

Genre(s) Shoot 'em up 

Mode(s) Single-player 

 

 

About the Author 

Jason Hamilton is a Forensic Scientist and wacky Cumbrian from the UK. A keen writer 

usually in the Forensic Science field, but also a great lover of retro tech and media. Also likes 

cooking, climbing fake rock walls and horror films. 

 
Twitter@Astral_CSI 
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